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Abstract 

Fragmented Objects (FOs) extend the object concept to a distributed envi
ronment . T he abstract view of a FO ji5 a single, shared object, of which the 
distribution is hidden to clients . In the concrete view the FO designer controls (if 
wished) the distribution of data and funtCtion and of the communication between 
fragments . 

FO programming is supported by the FOG language, an extension of C++ , 
and by a toolbox of predefined FOs . T he FOG compiler ensures distributed type
safety of both the external and internal interfaces, verifies the encapsulation of 
FO instances, and automatically generates whatever coercions are necessary for 
marshalling/unmarshalling between layers . Currently, the toolbox contains mainly 
classes of primitive FOs such as RP C an·d multicast communication channels . 

We present the basic fragmented ob.iect concepts, the toolbox of predefined 

FOs, the FOG language and its compiler. We also present an example of a dis
tributed application, the SOS Naming Service, structured as FOs . Finally, we 
point out the benefits of the FO approach . 

*This paper is submitted fo r publication in the IEEE Softwa re journal. It will also 
appear in a IEEE Computer Society text. 
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1 Introduction 

The object-oriented programming methodology is increasingly recognized of 
primary interest for structuring large, extensible, flexible, long-life software. 
It is natural to try to extend it to distributed applications . Some proposed 
extensions include support for either client/server remote invocation (as in 
ANSA [l]) or for the shared object model (as in Orea [2] or Comandos [12]) . 
Both models permit an application object to transparently access another, 
shared, possibly remote, object . The network is transparent both for the 
clients and for the designer of a shared obj ect . 

Such distribution transparency simplifies the use and the implementation 
of a shared object . However, it prevents knowledgeable designers from taking 
advantage of distribution. There may be a need to fragrntnt the data and/or 
the code of a shared obj ect over several locations, for performance, avail
ability, protection or load balancing. 'These fragments together constitute a 
single logical entity, shared by the several client objects . Fragments coop
erate to maintain a consistent view of this single logical entity. We propose 
the uniform concept of a fra.grntnttd objttt (FO ) for designing and building 
distributed abstractions . 

As is common in object-oriented approach, a FO has two aspects, exter
nal (or "abstract") and internal (or "concrete") . Abstractly (to its clients), 
a FO appears as a single entity. It is accessed via a programmer-defined in
terface . Its components, and in particular their distribution, are not visible1. 

Internally (concretely), the FO encapsulates a set of cooperating fra.grntnts. 
Each fragment is an elementary object (i .e ., with a centralized representa
tion) . The fragments cooperate using lower-level FOs, such as communica
tion channels. The designer of a FO has full control over its distribution, and 
can make good use of knowledge of the object's characteristics; for instance, 
by placing some particular data element or processing, choosing the most 
appropriate communication protocol, or handling failures according to the 
FO 's semantics. 

The link between the external and the internal view is the public interface 
exported by the FO. One critical obse:rvation is that, for a particular client, 
the interface is obtained through a particular proxy fragment . 

The FO concept encompasses severnl abstractions : the grouping of frag
ments, the specification of cooperatiou between fragments, the specification 
of internal and external interfaces, and a mechanism for binding its clients 
to a FO. 

Like the client/server and the shared obj ect models, the FO model sup-

1 Unless of course the designer chooses to let them show through the public interface. 
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ports distribution tramparency for the: clients of a FO. Unlike the traditional 
model, however, FOs do not impose distribution transparency on F O design
ers. We specify distribution mechanisms, not policies; specific policies are 
programmer-defined. However, to faciilitate their j ob, designers may choose 
existing policies from a toolkit of predefined F Os, implementing various dis
tributed abstractions : e .g. , communic;ation protocols, synchronization facili 
ties, and sharing policies . 

The fragmented object concept and tools were first implemented as part 
of the SOS, a distributed obj ect-support operating system [lfi], which we do 
not present here. We are currently in the process of porting them to Unix . 

This paper has two goals. First, it presents the FO concept, and tools to 
support it . Second, it identifies the benefits of structuring distributed appli
cations as fragmented obj ects . The paper is organized as follows . Section 2 
defines FOs. Section 3 presents our tuols for FO programming, namely the 
toolkit of low-level F Os, the FOG lan1(!,uage, and its compiler. Section 4 de
tails the example of a distributed namiing service. In Section 5 we discuss the 
benefits of F O programming, as exem1plified by the naming service example, 
and compare this approach to related work . Finally, Section 6 concludes the 
paper. 

2 Fragmented Objects 

A fragmented object can be viewed .at two different levels of abstraction, 
corresponding respectively to a client's (external, abstract) view, and to the 
designer's (concrete, internal) view . 

For clients (see Figure 1), a FO is .a single shared object . It is shared by 
several client objects, localized in different address spaces, possibly on several 
sites. A FO can offer distinct, strongly-typed interfaces to different clients . 

For the designer (see Figure 2), it is an object with a fragmented repre
sentation . It is composed of: 

• A set of elementary objects, its fra.grnrnts. Each fragment is mapped 
within only one of the many address spaces overlapped by the FO. 

• A client interface. The FO 's interface is presented to each client vrn 

the public interface of a local fr<Jtgment . 

• An interface between fragments, called its grO'ltp inttrfa.<.:t . 

• Lower-level shared FOs for communication between fragments, called 
wn nt<.:ti'vt o bjt<.:ts. 

In addition, a binding interface allows clients to bind to the FO. 
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Figure 1: A fragmented object as seen from clients 
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Figure 2: A fragmented obj ect as seen by its designer 
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In the rest of this section, we define more precisely the construction of 
a FO. First , we show how a client accesses a FO in Section 2.1. Then, 
Section 2.2 takes a look at the various interfaces of the FO. Section 2.3 
shows how connective objects are used . Finally, we briefly discuss the binding 
protocol in Section 2.4 . 

2 .1 Client Access to a F01 

The abstract interface of a FO is proviided to some client by a local interface 
fragment (or proxy2

) of that FO. A fragment is an ordinary local object . 
Its public interface may be invoked locally. The client cannot distinguish 
between the interface of the fragment,, and that of the FO itself. 

For instance, a ma ilbox object, implemented by a central mail server, can 
be made accessible by proxies exported to users. A mail user with no special 
knowledge will bind to a particular 1mailbox , then call the drop( letter) or 
pi ckup( letter) methods::s of his local proxy. 

The interface provided to a client of a FO is defined by a contract, ensuring 
that every method it will invoke is effect ively implemented by the FO. The 
client expects a specific interface; the FO provides that client with a proxy 
possessing this interface4 . It is up to tlhe compiler and the run-time to verify 
(as described in section 3 .3) that the actual interface conforms to the one 
expected by the client. 

For instance, a fragmented ma ilbox: will export , to the user who owns it 
exclusi vely, a proxy allowing him to piickup messages . Other users will get a 
drop-only proxy. It is up to the fragmented mailbox to check the identity of 
the user. Accordingly, it provides the 1user with an appropriate interface and 
implementation of that interface. 

The interface of the fragment offern transparency of the distribution to a 
client . A method of the fragment interface can be entirely implemented by 
the fragment itself, or it can trigger invocations to other fragments . 

2 An interface fragment is called a proxy in [14]. It may hold local data, and process 
computat ions locally, or else forward them for processing to remote fragments. Remote 
communicat ion entails marshalling/unmarshalling invocation parameters into/from a com
munication message. A st-ub is special case of a proxy, perlorming no local processing, and 
reduced to the communication function [5]. 

::i A method is a procedure associated with an object. In C++, methods are also called 
member functions. 

4 We allow different clients to see different interfaces to the same FO. 



2 .2 Fragm ents 

The concrete representat ion of a F O is fragmented onto several address 
spaces. The designer considers crite1ria such as protection, efficiency and 
availability, to decide the di stribution of data among fragments . 

A fragment's interface is divided in three di stinct parts: 

• the public (or client) interface contains methods accessible by clients; 

• the private interface is composed of internal methods, accessible only 
from within the fragment; 

• the group interface comprises t lrnse methods which are internal to the 
FO as a whole (i.e., which can be invoked remotely from other frag
ments) . 

For instance, consider the implemeintation of a repli cated file file as a FO. 
Each replica constitutes a fragment (see Figure 3) . The client interface to file 
is record-based: read( o u t record r ) , write( in reco rd r), seek(in int position )5 . 
The group interface is different, being block-based: put(in int blk no, in block 
blk)6

. 

site A 

sitcB· 

write() 

secJcO 

file 

siteC 

Figure ~: The fragmented representat ion of a replicated file 

5 Mea uing : read is a n1ethod t akiug no inp1ut pa ram eter, a nd returniug a rei.ult oft) pe 
record ; write takes a input paramet er of t)p e record , aud returns no result; seek takes au 
integer parameter called position. 

6There is no need for a get() op eration if file ib fu lly replica ted. 



In the fi le example, the set of all the put methods of the replicas con
stitute the group interface. The type-checking of the group interface en
sures strongly-typed communications between fragments . Communication 
between fragments is carried out by <.:onnt<.:ti'vt objt<.:ts . 

2.3 Connective Objects 

A connedi ve ob jed is just another FO at a lower level of abstraction. 

The most primitive connedi ve obj eds are the communication objects, 
implemented by the system, with a fixed , predefined interface. At instantia
tion time, a primitive communication object checks that the connected ends 
are indeed allowed to communicate directly, i .e. , that they are fragments of 
a same F O. 

Communication objects implement the basic communication facilities, 
such as communication protocols (e .g. , remote procedure call, asynchronous 
remote procedure call, parallel remote procedure call, and functional remote 
procedure call) . 

The types of parameters in the grioup interface of a FO may be totally 
unrelated to the interface of its connective object . This necessitates type 
coercions for "marnhalling/ unmarnhal]jng" . Returning to the example of the 
replicated file, F igure 4 illustrates thi~> issue. The group interface of the file 
FO is the put method. Each invocation of put maps onto a send( message) at 
one end of the transport communication channel and a recv(message) at the 
other end. The (int, block) parameter list m ust be coerced into the message 
datatype. Con vernely, a recv( message) is mapped onto an upcall to put(in 
int blkno, in block blk). 

O ur type-safe treatment of inter-protocol-layer coercion is further detailed 
in section 3.3. 

2 .4 Binding to a FO 

.lust as in the traditional client/server model , a client m ust bind to an FO 
before invoking it . There are three ways to perform a binding: local binding, 
via a system-defined bindtr, or via an PO-specific pro'vidtr. 

The simplest case is local binding. When access is needed to a FO , its 
proxy is instantiated locally, which then uses internal knowledge to conned 
to its other fragments . This is appropriate for statically-configured services 
(e .g., the SOS Naming Service presented in Section 4) . 

For added flexibility, one would use a system-defined binder, such as 
ANSA 's Tra.dtr [l ], which maintains mappings of interface descriptions to 

if 
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Figure 4: lnvocat ion coercions 

servers. An ANSA cli ent interfaces to a dist ributed servi ce using a stub. At 
binding time, the stub contacts the Trader with an interface description; this 
returns a server connect ion. Thereafter, the stub encapsulates that connec
tion. This approach fits well for many 1;ervices , that do not require a dynamic 
selection of the specific implementation of the interface requested by a client . 

l n SOS, we generally use a more involved binding procedure, giving the 
FO designer more control. A binding has three steps . ln the first step, a 
name looku p (similar to A SA 's Trader lookup) yields a provider object for 
the named in terface. ln the second stejp, the binding request is forwarded , by 
the dis tributed object manager [9 , lfi], to a part icular method of the provider. 
ln the third step, thi s method may dynamically instant iate a proxy imple
mentation, based (for instance) on the users identi ty, on the binding request 
arguments (e.g., type of access required), on the type of the underlying sys
tem or archi tect ure, or on the load of the client's host . 

These three binding approaches are, each, appropriate for certain classes 
of appli cat ions. A FO designer enforces the one whjch best fits its needs . 

The local binding consists of a simple instant iation of a proxy in the 
client's add ress space, fo llowed by the estab li shment of connect ions between 
this proxy and other fragments of its FO. For the two other cases, a F O 
designe r, first, declares the type of the binder to use; then, for each client 
interface, an associated binding procedure is generated. A binding proce
dure relies on the declared binder to perform the binding. When invoked, 



any binding procedure returns a proxy fragment implementing its associated 
interface. 

3 Tools for Fragmented Objects 

The fragmented object concept encompasses the specification of a group of 
fragments, of internal cooperation, of the different interfaces and of a mech
anism for binding fragments to clients . A specialized language is helpful 
to write these specifications. Its compiler will check the correctness of the 
specification (e.g. , type-compatibility of the group interface) and automat
ically generate code for common cases (such as marshalling/unmarshalling 
parameters) . The language is compl1emented by a toolkit of low-level FO 
types, which we present first, in Sectiion 3.1. Then Section 3 .2 presents the 
language and Section 3 .3 the compiler. 

3.1 Toolkit of Predefined Fragmented Object Types 

To assist the programmers in structuring their applications as FOs, we pro
vide a toolkit of predefined F O types, implementing some basic distribution 
mechanisms. These predefined FOs c;an be used as connective objects. We 
first describe briefly the current contents of this toolkit . Then, we present 
some ongoing work . 

3.1.1 Communication Channels 

Currently, the toolkit contains mainly communication channels [11]. A chan
nel obj ect offers to the designer of its .associated FO (i.e ., the FO using it as 
connective obj ect), a well-defined interface to communicate with one another, 
through their group interface. 

We distinguish point -to-point (bet ween two fragments) and mult i-point 
(between more than two fragments) communication channels. 

3.1.2 Point-to-point Channels 

The root point-to-point channel type is rpcChannel. A rpcChannel has two 
kinds of fragment types : channel and channelStub, associated respectively 
with a client and a server. The publiic interface of this FO is presented in 
Figure 5. 



A FO of type rpcChannel implements both blocking and non-blocking 
remote procedure call. All calls and replies are eventually deli vered to their 
destination. 

Another point-to-point communica.tion channel is f ifoChannel: it has the 
same public interface as rp cChannel. lu addition, invocations are deli vered in 
F IFO order. 

3 .1.3 Mult i- point Channe ls 

The root m ulti-point channel is mult icastChannel. A FO of type mult icast

Channel has two kinds of fragments : mult iChannel and a mult iChannelStub. 

The class mult iChannel (resp . mult iChannelStub) inherits from channel (resp . 
channelStub ) . The public interface of this FO, provided by mult iChannel, is 
presented in Figure 5. 

A mult icastChannel supports both 1-to-N ("parallel") and l -to-1-out-of-N 
("funct ional") invocat ion. The invoked obj ects may be a subset of the server 
fragments . Messages eventually reach their destinations , but no ordering is 
guaranteed . 

Other available m ulti-point channel~ are fifoMu lt icastChannel and atom ic

M ult icastChannel channels. They have the same client interface as the mu lt i

castChannel type. The f ifoM ult icastChiannel guarantees F IFO delivery. The 
atom icMu lt icastChannel guarantees that invocat ions are deli vered to all des
tinations in the same order. 

3 .1.4 Future Work 

Ultimately, our goal is for the toolkit to support most commonly used dis
tributed abstractions . Our initial focus has been on communication proto
cols. Several new protocols (e.g., causal broadcast) will eventually be inte
grated to the toolkit . 

We are actively investigating two other domains: concurrency control and 
synchronization, and replication. FO types implementing semaphores, locks, 
and rendez-vous, are already specified and will be implemented. 

The initial investigation concerninµ~ the specification of general FO types 
for replication is encouraging. Such a F O type should offer a generic interface 
for concurrency control and for accessing replicated data. Different imple
mentations will offer different consistency policies (e.g. , causal consistency, 
strong consistency). 

Other important distributed abstractions such as caching and distributed 
shared memory, will also be added. 

10 



I I point- to- point commimica1tion 
class channel { 
public: 

} ; 

I I remote proceditral call 
rpc (in message, out resiult); 

11 deferred remote proceditre call 
send ( in message, out resu lt ); 

I I groitp commimication 
class multiChannel : channel 

{ I I in addition to the initerface inherited from channel 
public: 

} ; 

I I parallel remote procechtre call 
prpc ( in message, out, rnu lti Resu lt); 

I I deferred parallel remote proceditre call 
psend ( in message, out multi Resu lt ); 

Figure 5: FOG declaratiorw of communication channels 

3.2 FOG Language 

We have defined a language extension to c++ [16], called FO G (Fragmented 
Obj ect Generator) [8]. It provides feattures for the designer to specify class 
groups, group interfaces, client interfaces, accesses to connective objects, and 
how a client binds to an FO. It is essentially a declarati ve interface language. 
The designer of an FO specifies interfaces and connections 7

. 

3.2.1 C lass Group 

Just as an elementary object is an instance of a class, a FO is an instance of 
a class grO'ltp . The class group defines the behavior and representation of the 
FO by listing the classes of the fragments. These in turn specify the public, 
private and group interfaces, as well as the component objects (fragments 
and connections) . .lust as there can be several instances of a class, several 
fragmented instances can be instantia1ted from the same class group . 

To explain the FOG language, we return to the replicated file example. 
F igure 6 shows the declarat ions of thi~> example in the FOG language. More 

7 For simplicity, the declarations presente·d in this paper take some liberties with the 
exact FOG syntax. 
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details can be found in [8]. A more complete example will be described in 
the next section. 

11 A class groitp defining the FO type fi le 

group fi le { rep I ica ; } 

11 the class of fi le .fragments 
class rep I ica 

{ 
pub lic: 11 the pitblic inter.face 

read (out record r); 

write (in record r); 

seek ( in int pos itio1n ); 

private: 11 the private interface 
updat e (in int blkno , in block blk) 

! chan.psend ! 1replica ::put (blkno, blk); 
11 atomic mi1lticast channel 

multicast Channel clhan; 

group: 11 the groitp interface 
put ( in int blkno, iin block blk); 

}; 

Figure 6: Declaration of fi le in the FOG language 

The fi le class group is composed of one fragment class repli ca, which can 
be instantiated several times in several sites . All the replicas of some file 
constitute a single fragmented instance. 

3 .2.2 Inte rfaces 

A client invokes fi le via the public inte1rface of its local instance of repli ca , the 
client interface of fi le for this client. 

The put method of the group iwterface is invoked by the forwarding 
method8 update, signaled by the "!" syntax. This syntax means that an 
invocation of update invokes the psend method of the connective object chan, 
that upcalls the put method of the group interface!:! . To emure consistency 
between replicas, each one has to obtaLin a token before accessing the data. 

ti A forwarding method is similar to the traditional R.PC stub: its role is to forward the 
invocation to its corresponding method(s) of the group interface. 

9 To simplify the example, we present only the code for updates. 
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Consider for instance that a cliernt wants to write a record . First, it 
invokes the write method of the client in terface of a repli ca. The write method, 
after executing some code locally (computing the block number and possibly 
splitting the record across blocks), invokes the private update forwarding 
method for every block. The update method forwards the invocation, through 
the multicast channel chan , to the remute put method of all replicas (including 
the calling replica) . 

3.2.3 Binding 

The FOG compiler helps support the local binding to simple10 FOs . The 
FOG compiler generates a default irnport procedure, which performs the 
local binding: it instanciates a proxy implementing the client interface and 
connects it to other fragments of its F'O; the reference of this FO is passed 
as argument to this procedure. 

For the time being, the FOG compiler provides no support for the binding 
using a system-defined binder. The main reason for this is that, SOS, our 
supporting system, has no global bind.er. 

To help support the PO-specific binding approach, the FOG language 
provides a feature for exporting client interfaces . This is done as follows. 

The F O designer specifies a provid1er class. For each client interface, this 
class has a particular method, qualified! by the keyword export and returning 
a fragment implementing this interface. For each export method, the compiler 
will generate its associated import procedure, with the same arguments, plus 
a reference which will designate a provider object 11 . 

When a client wants to bind to a FO , it invokes the import procedure 
corresponding to the expected client interface; the reference of a provider is 
passed as argument . The import procedure initiates a migration request to 
the designated provider. The effect is an upcall to the export method of the 
provider, that returns a fragment . 

Upon completion, the reference of the fragment is returned to the client 
by the import procedure. 

3.3 FOG Compiler 

From the interface declarations, the FOG compiler generates C++ interfaces 
and code, so that clients see FOs as 01rdinary c++ objects. 

10There is only one single client interface within a simple FO . 
11There can be several providers for one FO . 
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It verifies also the correctness of the: group interface declarations to ensure 
the encapsulation of the fragmentation. 

F irnt , for each method of the grolllp interface, there must exist at least 
one forwarding method implemented by a member of the class group . Also, 
for each forwarding method, there m ust exist a corresponding method in the 
group interface. Their signature must match . 

Second, it checks the type-safety of the interconnection between fragments 
of the same FO. Fragments are located in different address spaces, compiled 
separately, and instantiated at differeut times . Therefore, in addition to the 
compile-time checks, run-time checks are needed. At binding time, com
m unication privileges are checked (fragment instances belong to a common 
FO instance, fragment classes belong to a common dass group) . The code 
generated by the compiler checks also, the correctness of the connection es
tablishment to a connective obj ect by fragments: these fragments have to 
verify the firnt condition on the group interface. 

The FOG compiler also plays the 1role of a stub generator in traditional 
RPC packages: it generates the code and structures necessary to marnhal/ 
unmarnhal parametern of group interfaLce in vocations. It also generalizes tra
ditional stub generation to handle par;allel and/or deferred invocat ions , han
dling of exceptions , and so forth . 

Unlike a traditional stub generato1r (based on a predefined communica
tion primitive), the FOG compiler can generate marshalling/unmarnhalling 
coercion methods based on different interfaces of communication objects: it 
automatically provides a glue between forwarding methods of an FO and the 
client interface offered by its connective object . 

For instance, the in parametern ( int, block) of the update method of replica 

(see Figure 6) are coerced into a message. The compiler looks up the decla
ration of the field chan of the class re plica : mult iChannel. Then, it looks up 
the declaration of the method psend of this class (see Figure 5) . Finally, it 
generates a dass putMessage inheritirng from message, containing two fields 
of types int and block. 

An instance of this put Message is alliocated by the generated update method 
and is passed to the psend method of the connective object chan, which in 
turn, invokes all the replica. At the reception side, the put Message is coerced 
into the types expected by the put method of replica , also ( int ,block) . There 
are no out parametern. If there were, they would be coerced into a result , 

when returning. 

Currently, coercions are done accor0ding to a hardwired external represen
tation of data. As an extension, we plan to replace this with programmer
defined coercions. These are guaranteed to be type-safe, because the compiler 

14 



ha8 checked the group interface. 

4 Structuring a Name Service as FOs 

The SOS 8Y8tem indude8 a naming facility, implemented by a di8tributed 
Name Service12

, allowing application8 to a88ociate 8ymbolic name8 to objed8 
that they manage. 

The SOS Name Service i8 implemented by 8erver object8 in8tantiated at 
boot time in 8eparate "naming contex:t8", and by Name Service proxie8, lo
cated in the dient'8 context8. The8e object8 cooperate to proce88 the dient8' 
reque8t8 and to en8ure the con8i8tency of the di8tributed Name Space. They 
con8titute a FO , called NameService. 

The NameService F O u8e8 two cornnective objed8. The firnt i8 a mu lt i
castChannel between dient8 and 8ervern. The 8econd, of type Tree, actually 
manage8 the di8tributed Name Space. 

The Tree FO i8 di8CU88ed in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 pre8ent8 the Name
Service FO. 

4.1 The Tree FO 

The tree i8 decompo8ed into m ultiple partition8 according a per-8erver par
titioning, 8imilar to the one of V-8y8t•em[7], in which each part i8 a vertical 
8lice, 8tarting at the root of the tree . Each partition, managed by a t ree
Fragment , i8 made of node8 and leaves a88ociated with info data. The 8et of 
t reeFragment8 con8titute the Tree FO (8ee Figure 7). The main role of Tree 
i8 to manage the di8tribution of the tree and to en8ure it8 con8i8tency. 

Interfaces 

The public interface indude8 three operatiom, 8hown in Figure 8. The look
Up function ha8 local 8cope, a8 it looks up the path p in the local partition of 
the di8tributed tree (returning it8 a88uciated info ). The add Leaf (re8p . add
Node) function ha8 global 8cope; it create8 a leaf (re8p . a node) 8omewhere 
in the di8tributed tree; thi8 leaf i8 a88uciated with info i. 

12 In this paper, for the sake of brevity, we describe only one aspect of the SOS Name 
Service. The actual Name Service is more :advanced as it is layered, user-centered and 
configurable on a per- user basis. The SOS Name Space, described here, corresponds to its 
bottom layer. 

15 



naming conlcxt B 

naming conlext A 

ato1t1icChan111el 

Tree 

addNodcQ 

Figure 7: The Tree FO . 

class treeFra gment 
{ 
p ublic: 

}; 

look Up (in pa th p, out info i); 
addleaf(in p1at h p, in info i); 
addNode(in pa th p, in info i); 

naming context C 

Figure 8: Client interface of the Tree FO. 
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A tree Fragment obj ect also implements a group interface, consisting of two 
kinds of functions . First , there are functiom corresponding to those of the 
public interface that have a global sce>pe, namely groupAddNode and group
Addleaf. Second, there are groupVerify., group Lock and group Unlock to ensure 
consistency of the distributed tree despite concurrent requests addressed to 
different treeFragments. 

For instance, a addNode request is processed as follows . First , group
Lock locks the father node of p in all t reeFrag ment partitions managing the 
father. Then, groupVerify checks that the path doesn't already exist in any 
partition; groupAddNode adds the node in the selected part . Finally, group
U n Lock unlocks the father node . 

Connective Object 

The Tree fragments are connected by a communication channel of type atomic
Cha nnel. The grouplock and groupUrnlock functions use a protocol on the 
atomicChannel , ensuring that all requests are delivered to all fragments in the 
same order. The groupVerify , groupAddNode and groupAddleaf functions use 
a cheaper protocol (on the same atonnicChannel ) ensuring that all requests 
are delivered to all fragments (but not: necessarily in the same order) . 

4.2 The NameService FO 

The NameService FO is composed of two types of fragments : nsServer and 
nsProxy (see Figure 9) . The correspon°ding declaration in the FOG language 
is described in Figure 10. 

The role of a nsServer fragment is t:o resolve symbolic names and to map 
the Name Service requests onto opera1tions on Tree. 

A nsProxy fragment represents the Name Service for a particular client . 
Each nsProxy fragment manages a local cache of name prefixes; each entry 
of this cache associates a name prefix with the group of nsServer fragments 
handling the names with this same pr.,efix . 

Interfaces 

A client of the SOS Name Service uses the public interface of the associated 
nsProxy fragment to create a directory ( createDir), to associate a symbolic 
name to an obj ect (addName), and to look up a symbolic name (look Up ). 

Each of these functions performs the following operatiom. First , it searches 
for the longest prefix matching the argument of the request in the local cache; 
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addName 

createDir 

client I 

client 2 

1t111/tic~1st 

cha1111el 

nsServer 
A 

Tru 

nsServer 
B 

Figure 9: The Na meService FO. 
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I I The class groitp N ameService FO type 
g roup NameService { nsProxy, nsServe~r;} 

11 The fra gment classes 
class nsServer 
{ 
g roup: 11 groitp interf ace 

}; 

grouplookUp (in String name, out reference obj ); 
grou pAdd Name (in String name, in reference obj ); 
groupCreateDir ( in St ring name) ;; 

class nsProxy 
{ 
p u blic: 11 pit blic interf ace 

lookUp ( in St ring name, out reference obj); 
add Name ( in St ring name, in reference obj ); 
createDir (in St ring name) ; 

private: 

}; 

cache tableOf Prefixes; 
mu ltiChannel mchan; 

I I mitlticast to a groitp of serveirs 

11 the prefix cache 
I I a mi1lticast channel 

fo rwardlookUp ( in St ring name, future out reference obj[]. 
in reference ca I lees) 

I mchan.prpc (ca ll ees) I nsServer::grouplookUp (name, nr) ; 

I I functional rpc towards a group of servers 
fo rwardAdd Name ( in String name, in reference obj, in reference ca l lees) 

I mchan. rpc (ca l lees) I nsServ·er: :group Add Name (name, obj ); 
I I functional rpc towards a group of servers 
fo rwardCreateDi r (in St ring name, in reference ca l lees) 

I mchan.rpc (ca llees) I nsServ·er::groupCreateDir (name); 

Figure 10: Declaration of the NameServ ice FO. 
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this step determines the reference of the group of nsServer fragments expected 
to handle the subtree containing this name. Second, these nsServer fragments 
are invoked to continue the processin1!!; of the client request via their corre
sponding group interface: groupAdd Name, groupCreateDir and grouplookUp 

functions . 

Connective Objects 

As mentioned earlier, the NameService uses two connective objects: multicast

Channel and Tree. 

The mu It icast Channel (taken from the toolkit) connects each ns Proxy to 
all nsServer fragments. It provides the invocation protocols that the nsProxy 

fragments need to invoke their nsServe1r counterparts . As stated earlier, bind
ing of nsServer to Tree uses "local binding", i.e. , static configuration data. 

The second connective obj ect, Tree, encapsulates the SOS distributed tree 
of names as explained in Section 4.1. It is shared by all nsServer fragments . 
Unlike mult icastC hannel, this connective object type is not offered by the 
toolkit of low-level FOs; it is prograrmner-defined. 

Binding 

Each nsServer binds locally (i .e ., usinµ~ static configuration data) to the two 
connective objects: the Tree and the nnu lticastChannel. 

A client binds to the NameService via a NS-specific provider. The export 

method of nsServer (acting as a provider) instantiates a nsProxy , initializes 
it , establishes connections with all nsServer fragments, and returns it . 

Currently, only one single implementation of the nsProxy interface is sup
ported; we plan several in the future (e.g. , different caching policies) . The 
provider will decide which one should be exported to any specific client 

5 Discussion 

In this section we discuss the advantages of our approach, which we then 
compare to related work . 

5 .1 Benefits of the FO Approach 

The FO approach extends object -oriented programming to the distributed 
case. It retains the well-known advantages of obj ect orientation, while addi-
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tionally taking into account feature8 8pecific to di8tribution: e.g. , interacting 
between 8eparate, independently-de8igped application8; exi8tence of 8eparate 
addre88 8pace8; con8ideration of geographical di8tribution of data and func
tion; and interworking of different layern of protocol. 

We now li8t the benefit8 we daim for FO programming, ba8ed on 8pe
cific example8. Firnt , the benefit8 of obj ect-oriented programming, e8pecially 
in a di8tributed 8etting: 8eparation of interface from implementation; 8afer 
programming; and re-u8e . 

1. Stpa.ra.tion of inttrfa.<.:t from irnplwitnta.tion 

An interface 8pecification i8 called a typt . An obj ect of 8ome type may 
be replaced by another obj ect of a compatible type. A type may have 
many implementation8 (da.ssts) .. A8 a re8tdt : 

• The ab8tract view of an object i8 8eparate from the object de-
8igner'8 concrete view; 

• It i8 ea8y to 8witch between different poli<.:its for the 8ame rntch
a.nisrn ; 

• Component8 can evolve independently. 

To illu8trate thi8 point, con8ider the Name Service example. The Tree 

de8igner may decide to replicate certain par ti tion8, or on the contrary 
to maintain a centralized image of the tree; the8e change8 would not 
affect the NameServi ce FO. Convernely, the Name Service de8igner could 
change the di8tribution of 8ervice between nsServer and nsProxy (e.g. , 
to a different caching policy); 8uch a change would affect only the 
cooperation between the dient8 and 8ervern . 

2. Saftr progra.rnrning 

An object i8 tnwpsala.ttd, meaniing that acce88 i8 allowed only through 
it8 public interface. Strongly-typed language compilern 8Uch a8 c++ 
en8ure that the U8e of an obj ect i8 compatible with it8 declared type . 
Traditionally, however, 8uch 8afoty i8 checked only within a 8ingle ad
dre88 8pace. 

The FOG compiler extend8 the8e check8 to 8eparate addre88 8pace8. 
Type chech ex tend to checking i(both 8tatically and dynamically) that 
binding to an FO return8 an interface conforming to what the client re
que8ted, and that i t8 u8age confurrrn to i t8 type. Encap8ulation chech 
extend to verify that the group iuterface of a fragment i8 acce88ible only 
to fragment da88e8 of the 8ame fragmented type, and that fragment in-
8tance8 only invoke other fragment8 of the 8ame FO in8tance . 

In the Name Service example, the FOG compiler chech not only (like 
any 8tandard C++ compiler) th;at dient8 acce88 NameService and Tree 
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via their public interface only, and that the ad ual arguments conform 
to declaration, but it also checks that the fragments of two separate 
Name Service instances do not iinterfere, and that only Name Service 
fragments do access e.g. , grou pl ookUp. 

3. Rt-'llSt 

The above characteristics encourage the development of libraries of 
generic types and classes, to be re-used in different applications . This 
is illustrated in our case by the toolkit of pre-defined FOs . The Tree 
FO could now be added to the toolkit, for re-use by other distributed 
applications manipulating a tree: structure. 

We now examine the answers to some specific problems of distributed pro
gramming addressed by the FO approach, by FOG and by our toolkit : sup
port for different levels of transparency; separation of interfaces; high-level 
communication abstractions; and support for concept of layered protocols. 

4. Appropria.tt tra.nspa.rtn<.:y for bot~h dirnts a.nd dtsigntrs . 

Distribution is transparent for clients. Yet the designer has full con
trol of distribution of data iterns, their location, and all aspects of 
communication between them. For instance, the Tree fragments are 
connected by a channel of type atomicChannel, supporting atomic par
allel invocations, while the Nam•eService fragments are connected by a 
mu lt icastChannel only. Each FO may use what it actually needs and 
no more; switching to a different policy is easy, just by replacing a 
connective obj ect . 

It is sometimes useful to allow clients to control some aspect of distribu
tion, by exporting an appropriate interface from the FO . For instance, 
in the actual implementation of Tree, each method has an extra part lD 
parameter, controlling the location of directory data. 

Conversely, some FO designers wmild rather want network transparency 
insidt their FO also . This is done easily, either using FOG as a pure 
stub generator (see Item 7), or by using a connective FO dass that 
handles distribution internally, such as Tree. 

5. High-lt'vtl cornrrrnniwtion a.bstra.<.:tions 

Communication occurs via shared fragmented objects . In most exist
ing systems, only primitive, untyped communication objects are avail
able, such as a send (bytest ream ) / receive(bytestream ) channel. Our ap
proach instead encourages the use of high-level communication abstrac
tions . For instance Name Servic1e nsProxys and nsServers communicate 
through a shared Tree. This is consistent with the object-oriented ap
proach . 
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6. 1\lhtltiplt la.ytrs of protocol. 

Multiple levels of abstraction (layers of protocol) are present together in 
the same framework . In the case: of the Name Service, these are Name
Service, Tree and the channel leV'el (atomicChannel, multicastChannel). 

Coercions (marshalling/ unmarshalling) bet ween these multiple layers 
are handled automatically and in a type-safe manner. 

7. Stpara.tion of inttrfacts. 

FOG separates the public interface of a F O from the internal (group) 
one, and supports both downcalls and up calls (" !" notation) . The com
piler automatically generates any necessary forwarding between inter
faces. Thus , it includes and supe1rsedes the functionality of a traditional 
stub generator. 

The use of public vs . group int ierfaces is shown in the Name Service 
example: for instance, the public addName looks up data and sets 
locks before using the internal g;roupAddName; it would be dangerous 
to expose the latter in the public interface. Here forwarding is explicit . 

5.2 Related Work 

Several projects have proposed distributed extemions of the object paradigm: 
client/server-type remote object invocat ion as in ANSA, shared obj ects as 
in Orea or Comandos, or models more closely related to our FOs (Gothic, 
Topologies) . In this section, we present them and point out some of their 
limitations. 

5.2.1 The C lient / Server Model 

The better-known model is the client/server remote invocation , where the 
server is seen as a remote obj ect accessed via a stub at the client's location. 

Thus ANSA [I ] supports remote obj ect invocat ion. An ANSA client inter
faces to a distributed service using a stub, a placeholder object for a remote 
server, automatically generated from a1n interface description. It has no useful 
local data or processing capability; its only function is to marshal/unmarshal 
arguments and forward in vocations to the server. 

A stub remotely extends access to lthe server object, but is not as flexible 
as a fragmented object . Stub generation is one of the functions of the FOG 
compiler; FOs are a a superset of the client/server model. 
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5.2.2 The Shared Object Model 

Orea and Comandos support distributed shared objects, giving the illusion 
of a single global obj ect space. 

In Orea [2], shared objects are dyuamically replicated under the control 
of the Orea run-time. All the replicas of a shared obj ect form a single object . 
Orea ensures transparent access to the replicas and executes a consistency
preservation protocol among them. The decision to create new replicas, or to 
migrate the obj ect on to the sites wherie the object is frequently used, is made 
automatically by the Orea run-time, based on statistics of recent access . 

The Comandos [12] approach is opposite to ours: in Comandos, shared 
obj ects are not fragmented; instead, address spaces are fragmented across 
sites. When an activity requests access to a remote shared object, its address 
space "diffuses" over to the site of this object . 

Orea and Comandos hide distribution to both the clients and designers 
of a shared object . While simple, this automatic approach has drawbacks. 
First, replication, migration, or diffusion of activities, are j ust specific sharing 
policies . Second, no single consistency policy is suitable for all applications . 

In our model, the designer has a choice of levels of transparency and of 
policies . It is possible to choose an Orea-like automatic replication, by appro
priate choice of connective obj ects . But is is also possible for knowledgeable 
designers to exercise more fine contriol, based on protection, efficiency or 
fault -tolerance criteria, deciding how and where to place data and function. 

0 ther systems supporting a similar model are Emerald [10] and Amber 
[6]. 

5.2.3 Other FO Approaches 

Gothic's fragmented objects [4] are based on "multi-functions" [3], a par
allelized generalization of procedures to N callers and P callees . Although 
we use the same name, our F O mod.el differs from Gothic in three ways. 
First, we focus on distributed, rather than parallel, computations. Second, 
we give the designer full control over the distribution, rather than only the 
automatic mechanisms provided by the Gothic system. Third, we support 
multiple client interfaces, whereas Gothic enforces a single global interface 
to a fragmented object . 

Topologies [13] bear some similarit.ies to our FOs . They allow program
mers to define distributed shared obj ects on a message-passing multicom
puter. Topologies bear a dose resemblance to the primitive communication 
obj ects of our FO toolkit . The refe:rence describes only communication
oriented Topologies, and seems to lack our general concept of fragmented 
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objects . Their implementat ion concentrates on high-performance communi
cation on a Hypercube, based on kernel-level Topologies. Consequently, they 
restrict Topology interfaces to send and receive operations, whereas we allow 
high-level, programmer-defined interfaces. 

6 Conclusion 

This article defined the Fragmented Object concept, an extension of objects 
to the distributed environment . Its 1U1ain strength is that it provides the 
appropriate level of distribution visibility to the implementor of a distributed 
service, while hiding the distribution uf fragments from its clients. 

We listed some tools available to the fragmented object programmer: a 
library of predefined fragmented obj eds, and the FOG language and its com
piler. The design of FOG draws upon the experience of the SOS Distributed 
Object-Oriented System1::s and of other distributed applications written for 
SOS. 

From our experience with SOS, we strongly believe that, the FO approach 
is well suited for structuring many different kinds of distributed abstractions 
such as synchronization abstractions, ·distributed shared memory, cache and 
replication managers, and protocols. 'Jrhe toolkit of predefined FO types im
plementing these distributed abstractions is of a primary interest in encour
aging programmers to write distributed applications. It will progressively 
accumulate abstractions needed by a l.arge number of applications . 
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